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Candoglia (Verbano-Cusio-
Ossola), Fulvio Marta, 48 yo 
(centre) during the drilling 
of a hole in a marble block, 
an operation needed for the 
block to be cut. Behind him, 
Marco Farioli, 49 yo (left) 

and Raul Manini, 47



Under the Milan cathedral, better known as Duomo, there’s a hidden factory 
where, from centuries, a lot of people work endlessly: bricklayers, 
carpenters, sculptors, restorers. The Duomo is an infinite construction 
site because it’s built with a marble so unique and beautiful but 
also fragile when it comes to face the time passing by. The marbles 
of the Duomo come exclusively from the marble quarry of Candoglia, in 
the Ossola valley, from 1387, and since then it’s intended from the 
ancient family Visconti for the construction of one of the largest 
Gothic cathedrals in Europe. Over the centuries the marbles crumble, 
break down and must be replaced. That’s why the “Veneranda Fabbrica 
del Duomo” (Patriarchal Factory of the Duomo) has been in charge for 
over six centuries (and still is) to check, repair, sculpt and replace 
the ruined parts. We’re talking about arches, pillars, lunettes, but 
also the 3,400 statues adorning spires and gargoyles that must be 
regularly “retired” and then kept in one of the most incredible and 
fascinating “cemetery” of the city of Milan.



Milan, stone cutters yard in the 
Veneranda Fabbrica del Duomo: tools to 
work the marble of Candoglia



Boffalora sopra Ticino (Milan): the “barchett” 
(little boat) of the historical society “La 
Piarda” sailing on the “naviglio”, the canal 
which was used to transport Candoglia’s 
marble until the Duomo in Milan



Milan, Duomo: prelates leaving the 
crypt after the vespers prayer 



Milan, stone cutters yard in the Veneranda 
Fabbrica del Duomo: the “cemetery” of 
the statues of the Duomo who have been 

replaced with identical new pieces 



Milan, archive of the 
Veneranda Fabbrica del 
Duomo: the authentic 
letter dated October 
24th 1387 signed by Gian 
Galeazzo Visconti, the 
first Duke of Milan, 
commanding the marble for 
the Duomo to be extracted 
by the Fabbrica with no 
payments due



Milan, Duomo: a 
worker of the 
Veneranda Fabbrica 
del Duomo, Claudio 
Oldani, climbing 
down from the 
highest spire to 
check the condition 
of the marbles



Milano, Duomo square: 
tourists taking pictures 
while, after a storm, 
a rainbow is standing 
above the Duomo



Candoglia (Verbano-Cusio-Ossola): 
Marco Farioli, 49 yo, watching 

some colleagues extracting a marble 
block from the quarry. Marco has 

been working in the Candoglia 
quarry for 24 years, and he’s one 
of the four managers of the place



Milan, Duomo terraces: some of the 
people attending the press conference 
introducing the artworks of Tony 
Cragg, exposed on the same terraces 
during the whole semester of Expo 2015



Milan, Duomo: singers of the Corale 
Giuseppe Verdi of Parma preparing 
for an exhibition on the terraces



Credits: photo-library of the 
Veneranda Fabbrica del Duomo of Milan



Milan, Duomo square: 
people waiting for a 
fashion show during 
Milan’s fashion week



Marble blocks transported 
along highway E62 from the 

Ossola valley to Milan



Milan, Duomo: cook Carmelo 
Santonocito, 55 yo from 
Catania, Sicily, laying the 
table for the workers of the 
Veneranda Fabbrica del Duomo in 
the basement of the cathedral.



Milan, Duomo square: a rainy day



Milan, Duomo museum: a statue of a capital made with Candoglia’s marble 
between the last decade of the 14th century and the first decade of the 15th



Milan, Duomo: the “Pueri Cantores” (children 
singers) of the Musical Chapel of the 
Veneranda Fabbrica del Duomo preparing for 
a Sunday rite. The Musical Chapel is the 
oldest cultural institution of Milan, being 
active with no interruptions since 1402



Milan, Duomo square: glass 
snowballs with the Duomo on sale 
near the cathedral



Milan, Duomo: baritone Ruggero 
Raimondi doing rehersal for the 
opera Mosè by Gioachino Rossini



Stresa (Verbano-Cusio-Ossola), a boat sailing 
along the Isola Bella, one of the Borromean islands 

in the lake. The marble from Candoglia used to 
arrive to Milan by boat sailing on the river Toce, 
the lake Maggiore, the river Ticino and then the 

navigli, the artificial canals around Milan



Milan, stone cutters yard in the 
Veneranda Fabbrica del Duomo: Angelo 
Castiglioni and Gino Giacomelli, 
manager of the yard, moving a statue 
destinated to the Duomo



Milan, stone cutters yard in 
the Veneranda Fabbrica del 
Duomo: detail of decorated 
part of a new spire



Candoglia (Verbano-Cusio-Ossola), 
a worker walking inside the 
enormous marble quarry



Milan, Duomo square: an exhibition of the band
“Giacomo Puccini” of Montevarchi (Arezzo) 



Milan, Duomo museum: two 
tourists watching a statue 

previously exposed in the Duomo



Milan, Duomo, men of the Veneranda 
Fabbrica del Duomo at work on the terraces



Boffalora sopra 
Ticino (Milan): 
the “barchett” 
(little boat) of the 
historical society 
“La Piarda” sailing 
on the “naviglio”, 
the canal which was 
used to transport 
Candoglia’s marble 
until the Duomo in 
Milan



Milan, Duomo square: a 
tram going from Mazzini 
street to Orefici street



Candoglia (Verbano-Cusio-Ossola): 
on the right, the four managers of 
the quarry during a break from an 
extraction job. On the left, some 
specialists of the Veneranda Fabbrica 
del Duomo observing the quarry
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